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Ahoy, Matey!
Complete the analogies below by circling the correct answer. 
Then write the letter of your answer choice in the blanks to 
solve the riddle.

How much does it cost for a pirate to get his ear pierced?

___              ___     U      ___   ___   ___     N     ___    ___    R   !!
  1                  2                 3       4       5               6        7

1. Hare is to hair as weigh is to 
a. way
b. sand
c. wait
d. weighed
e. scale

2. Rhyme is to poem as melody is to 
a. guitar
b. song
c. nursery rhyme
d. radio
e. instrument

3. Bat is to tab as was is to 
a. as
b. sway
c. saw
d. is
e. can

4. Carpenter is to hammer as doctor is to 
a. lab

 b. office
c. scalpel
d. college
e. surgery

5. Square is to 4 as octagon is to 
a. 8
b. 9
c. 7
d. 5
e. 4

6. Bolivia is to South America as Canada is to
a. Great Britain
b. Europe
c. Asia
d. Southern Hemisphere
e. North America

7. Jump is to hop as talk is to 
a. voice
b. sing
c. listen
d. laugh
e. chat

8. Synonym is to antonym as secure is to 
a. safe
b. insecure
c. compare
d. lock
e. organize

9. Dog is to dog’s as girl is to 
a. female
b. girl
c. girls’
d. girl’s 
e. girls

10. Elephant is to mammal as salamander is to
a. reptile
b. amphibian
c. vertebrate
d. invertebrate
e.  egg

Analogies
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Analogy Memory Game

Analogies

Cut out the squares on the dotted lines. Then turn over the cards and match the correct sets of 
analogies. 

Birds

are to

Nests

People

are to

Beds

Firefighters

are to

Fire Trucks

Police Officers

are to

Police Cars

Lettuce

is to

Salad

Noodles

are to

Lasagna

Up

is to

Down

Left

is to

Right

Stop

is to

Pots

Tang

is to

Gnat

Dress

is to

Press

Home

is to

Dome

Red

is to

Apple

Yellow

is to

Banana

School

is to

Learn

Restaurant

is to

Eat
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Word Tricks

Analogies

Lisa has tricked her fellow classmates by replacing words in their analogies! Replace the incorrect word 
in bold with a correct word.

1. Math is to numbers as Spelling is to fractions _______________________  

2. Grass  is to red as Sky is to blue _________________________________

3. Photographer is to bowling ball as Artist is to paintbrush __________________________

4. Rabbit is to “oink!” as Cat is to “meow!” _____________________________

5. Mother is to father as Sister is to alien _____________________________

6. Listen is to book as Watch is to television __________________________

7. Younger is to older as Greener is to taller __________________________

8. Topeka is to Kansas as Columbus is to Maine _________________________

9. Milk is to pen as Lead is to pencil ______________________________

10. Cow is to calf as Dog is to kitten ______________________________


